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Abstract 

Impact parameter dependent K-x-ray emission 

probabilities for the iirojectile and target atoms have been measured 

in 35 MeV CI on CI, CI on Ti and CI on Ni collisions. The sum of 

projectile plus target K-shell ionization probability is taken as a 

measure of the total 2pa ionization probability. The 2pir-2po rotation

al coupling model is in clear disagreement with the present results. 

On the other hand the sum of probabilities is reproduced both in shape 

and absolute magnitude by the statistical model for inner-shell 

ionization. The K-she11 ionization probability of the higher -Z 

collision partner is well described by this model including the 

2pa-lsa vacancy sharing probability calculated as a function of the 

impact parameter. 



Introduction 

The production of K-vacancies in slow nearly symmetric heavy-

ion collisions is well described in tens of the molecular orbital 

1 2} 
[MO) model ' . Vacancies in the 2prc MO are transferred by rotational 

coupling to the 2pa orbital thus producing a K vacancy in the lighter 

3 41 collision partner ' . This vacancy is then shared with the heavier 

collision partner by radial coupling between the 2jxj and lso molecular 

orbitals . If the direct excitation of the 2po and lscr MO are 

negligible, the sum of projectile and target K-shell ionization is 

then a measure of the total 2po vacancy production due to the 

rotational coupling. This model is in good agreement with the data 

obtained in slow heavy-ion collisions J (where v_ « v , v_ and v are 
p e p e 

the projectile and K-electron velocities respectively). Even for 

more energetic collisions, 30 MeV CI on Ar, •* where v £ v , the 

shape of the impact parameter dependent x-ray emission probability is 

apparently reproduced by the 2pn-2po rotational coupling model. 

Alternatively a statistical treatment ' of the excitation 

process in terms of electron diffusion to the continuum has been 
91 recently applied for relatively low-Z collision systems with 

v < v yielding reasonably good agreement with the data. The above 

mentioned models predict significantly different shapes for the 

dependence of the ionization probability upon the impact parameter. 

Measurements of ionization probabilities can therefore provide a very 

sensitive tool to test the models and establish their applicability. 

In this work we present measurements of impact-parameter dependent 

K-shell ionization probabilities for both the projectile and target atoms 

in symmetric (CI on CI) and nearly symmetric (CI on Ti and CI on Si) 



collisions at 35 MeV incident energy. The total (projectile + target) 

K-shell ionization probabilities are compared to calculations based 

on the 2pn-2pa rotational coupling nodel and the statistical 

aodel*'. The higher Z K-shell ionization probability is compared to 

calculations based on the statistical model and the impact-parameter 

dependent 2po-lsu vacancy sharing probability1 . The importance of 

this vacancy sharing process in these colliding systems has been 

recently demonstrated. *' 

II. Experimental set-up and data reduction 

A CI beam of 35 MeV from the EN tandem accelerator of the MPI 

fUr Kernphysik at Heidelberg was collimated to a spot of less than 

0.2 mm and maximum angle divergency of 0.05°. NaCl, Ti, and Ni 

2 2 
targets with a thickness of about SOMg/cm on 25pg/cm C-backing 

(only the Ni target was self supporting) were used. The scattered 

CI ions were detected with a position-sensitive parallel-plate 

avalanche detector ' and the emitted x-rays with a Si(Li) detector 

mounted at 90° relative to the beam direction. A detailed description 

of the experimental set-up, and the coincidence-electronic system is 

given in ref. 14. 

The x-ray emission probabilities P were obtained from the 

relation: 

px N ST E U J 

AJ) is the solid angle of the x-ray detector. It was geometrically 

calculated using the specifications of the manufacturer. 

The efficiency e was calculated taking only into 
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account the absorption of x rays by the 2Sun Be window. The absorption 

of x rays in the target was estimated to £4% and was not considered. N 

is the true coincidence yield of x rays, and N the yield of scattered 

particles. Contributions from the target contaminants were estimated 

by performing independent measurements on C and Na targets. A monitor 

detector mounted at 30° gave the necessary information about 

the relative thickness of the different target constituents. These 

contributions, although small, were taken into account and correspond

ing corrections were applied to the CI x-ray yield and to N . The 

x-ray emission probabilities are shown in Fig. 1. The error bars 

represent the total estimated accuracy of the data. The statistical 

errors were always below 10%. The ionization probabilities P„ were 

derived by dividing P by the fluorescence yield w , for which 

unperturbed atom values were used . This introduces of course 

uncertainties particularly in determining the projectile ionization 

probabilities PK due to the high charge state of the CI ions in the 

solid. From the calculations of Bhalla for Ar and the measured 

total K-transition rates for S ions in solids we estimate an upper 

uncertainty of 30% in the projectile fluorescence yield. The change 

in the Ti and Ni target fluorescence yields due to multiple ionization 

in the L-shell is believed to be much smaller, therefore the higher-Z 

K-shell ionization probabilities are more accurately determined. 

Another important factor affecting the P.. values is the target 

18} 
thickness. It has been shown recently ' that the target K-x-ray 

production cross sections strongly depend on the target thickness. 

From the CI on Cu data presented in ref. 18 we inferred a 35t increase 

in the total x-ray production cross section for 35 MeV CI on Ni, CI-
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K-vacancies produced in a first collision can be shared with another 

target aton in subsequent distant collisions thus producing an increase 

of the target K x rays which depends on the target thickness. In a 

differential cross section measurement this increase will have a shape 

similar to the one of the CI K-shell ionization probability. It will 

therefore extend over an impact-parameter range which is larger than 

for the target-ionization probability by about a factor of 2. This 

factor has been estimated by extrapolating the measured differential 

cross sections so as to reproduce the experimental total x-ray 

production cross sections. Therefore the target-thickness effect may 

introduce an uncertainty of less than 15% in the measured target 

K-x-ray emission probabilities. For the projectile x-ray emission 

probabilities it has a negligible influence as can be inferred from 

ref. 19). Note also that the relative uncertainty induced by the 

target-thickness effect is much smaller when considering the sum of 

projectile plus target K-shell ionization probabilities. 

III. Analysis and discussion 

A. Rotational coupling model 

In the framework of the rotational coupling model, we assume, as 

pointed out in the introduction, that the sua of projectile and target 

K-shell ionization probability is a measure of the total 2po impact-

parameter dependent vacancy production, In Fig. 2, the 2po excitation 

probability per electron, P- « j[P|((L) • PH(H)J where P.00 »nd 

PK(H) are the K-shell ionization probability of the lower- and higher-Z 

collision partner respectively, is shown as a function of impact 

paraneter b. The experimental data are compared with predictions of 
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the 2pir-2po rotational coupling model (solid and dashed lines) using 

the universal tables of ref. 10). The theoretical curves are normalized 

to reproduce experimental total cross sections. The experimental 

results are in clear disagreement with the calculations, particularly 

at small impact parameters -

Similar measurements have been recently reported for 30 MeV CI 

on Ar ' which is a system very similar to the JS MeV CI on CI reported 

here. However, the shapes of the experimental ionization probabilities 

are very different for the two cases (see fig. 4 of ref. 7). It is 

unlikely to assume that this drastic change of the shape is produced 

by the slightly higher bombarding energy or the increase by one unit 

of the target atomic-number. The discrepancy is probably due to 

target-density effect, since the Cl-Ar measurement was done with a 

gas target whereas in the Cl-Cl a solid target was used. In a solid 

target, once a projectile K vacancy has been produced in a close 

collision, the L-shell occupation will reach equilibrium before the 

K-vacaiicy decay occurs , due to the multiple collisions in the solid. 

The fluorescence yield can therefore be considered independent of the 

impact parameter as is usually done. In the gaseous target, however, 

the L-shell ionization simultaneously produced with the K-vacancy will 

persist a much longer time and therefore the K-shell fluorescence yield 

will show an impact-parameter dependence similar to the one character

izing the 2o-shell ionization. It is interesting to note that the 

211 
semiclassical approximation ' predicts for the L.,- and L,,,-subshell 

ionization probability of the united atom in 70 MeV CI on Ar a maximum 

at an impact-paraneter b % 3000 fm where the data7' also show a maximum. 

These arguments suggest that in the gaseous target measurements the 



K-x-ray emission probability night be strongly influenced by the 

impact-parameter dependence of the fluorescence yield. Note that 

the rotational coupling nodel also predicts a peak at b % 3000 fm (see 

the calculations of fig. 2 for the similar system Cl-Cl) thus 

producing an apparent agreement with the data of ref. 7). Further 

investigations of the ionization probabilities in gaseous targets are 

necesary, e.g. by measuring also the impact-parameter dependence of 

Auger-electron emission, thus allowing to extract the impact-parameter 

dependence of the fluorescence yield. 

B. Statistical model 

As an alternative approach to describe the data we compare in 

Fig. 3 the sua of projectile plus target K-shell ionization 

probabilities with absolute calculations based on the statistical 

8 91 
model . Here the sua of probabilities is again taken as a measure 

of the total P. ionization probability. The 2po ionization is 

produced by electron diffusion to the continuum through the multiple 

overlapping level crossings occuring during the collision, when the 

electronic orbitals are disturbed (for internuclear distances smaller 

than an effective interaction length R ). The diffusion constant DK 

and R were calculated as done in ref. 9. They were not corrected 

for the projectile charge state since it produces a minor change of 

t£% in the ratio R0/D„ which is the relevant quantity in the calcul

ations. It is seen in fig. Z that the shape of the ionization 

probability is nicely reproduced by the calculations and in the 

absolute magnitude the doviations between experiment and theory are 

at most 2SV These deviations are not large considering the 



uncertainties discussed in section II (fluorescence yield, target-

thickness dependence). The statistical treatment seems therefore to 

be adequate to describe the inner-shell excitation in these energetic 

nearly symmetric heavy-ion collisions. 

C. Vacancy sharing 

In the previous subsections, it has been assumed that the K-shell 

ionization probability PK(H) of the higher-Z collision partner is 

produced by radial coupling between the 2po-lsa MO. This vacancy 
P„(H) 

sharing probability P (P * p n . ) has been recently calculated 

11) by Briggs ' as a function of the impact parameter. PK(H) is 

therefore given by 

^™ " »2pa F^TT ' m 

where the factor 2 accounts for the two electronic states in the 2po 

MO. In fig. 4 the measured PK(H) for CI on Ti and CI on Ni are 

compared with the values derived from equation 2 (solid lines), where 

P. „ was calculated according to the statistical model ' and P 2po ° vs 

according to ref. 11. The agreement is very good particularly in 

the shape for both collision systems over the impact-parameter region 

investigated. 

It is important to notice, that the above analysis relies on 

the assumption that the direct Coulomb ionization of the lso MO is 

negligible. Unfortunately a reliable theory for direct lso ionization 

is not available for these nearly symmetric colliding systems where 

Z, £ Zj. However, we felt it of interest to use the procedure of 

ref. 22) to obtain a rough estimate of this contribution. These 
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calculations yield a negligible contributior. of less than 2% to the 

measured probabilities at zero impact parameter for CI on CI and 10% 

for CI on Ti. In the case of CI on Ni, which is the most asymmetric 

case studied here, the calculated lsu ionization probabilities reach 

values comparable to the experimental ones at small impact parameters. 

The results are indicated in fig. 4 as a dashed line. It is seen that 

for impact parameters b > 500 fm the lso direct ionization is negligible. 

IV. Sunaary 

In energetic (v % v ) nearly symmetric heavy-ion collisions the 
p e 
81 

statistical treatment of electron excitation describes remarkably 

well the impact-parameter dependence of the measured 2po excitation 

probabilities. The 2prr-2po rotational coupling model cannot reproduce 

the shape of the excitation probabilities measured in o solid target, 

which seeas to be in contradiction with the measurements of CI or Ar 

(gaseous target]. The disagreement between the shapes of the measured 

ionization probabilities in gaseous and solid targets needs further 

investigations and might be due to fluorescence-yield effects. The 

ionization probability of the heavier collision partner is well 
i • 

reproduced by the impact-parameter dependent vacancy-sharing probability ' 

and the 2po excitation probability of the statistical model . 

We acknowledge J.R. Macdonald and L. Wilets for helpful 

discur .ions. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Projectile and target x-ray emission probabilities P measured 

as a function of the impact parameter b for 35 MeV CI on CI 

CI on Ti and CI on Ni. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured 2po excitation probability 

P2 (b) « | (PK(L) + P(H)) with the 2pir - 2po rotational 

coupling model10). The theoretical curves have been normalized 

to reproduce the measured total cross sections. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the measured 2pa excitation probabilities with 

calculations based on the statistical model ' 

Fig. 4. K-shell ionization probabilities of the heavier partner as a 

function of impact parameter. The solid lines are calculated 

according to eq. 2. The dashed line gives the lso direct 

ionization for CI on Ni according to the semiclassical 

22) 
approximation . 
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